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from an Anti-Fragile Perspective
	 John	Cleese	once	famously	quipped:	You don’t need to be the Dalai Lama to tell 





























































toughness,	and	elasticity.	That	is	to	say:	hunker down and, when the storm is over, 
come out of the foxhole and rebuild what existed before.	
	 Unfortunately,	resolve,	toughness,	and	elasticity	may	not	be	enough	to	prevail	



















The Search for Meaning, Critical Flexibility, and Personal Agency









strive,	as	the	poet	W.E.	Henley	(1875)	advises,	to	be	the	master of our fate and the 




































































ity, and acute stress	so	they	learn	to	improvise	and	adapt	as	needs	dictate	(Taleb,	
2012).	They	must	be	made	aware	that,	although	the	past	is	instructive,	it	does	not	
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